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Abstract

I brieﬂy review calculations of the matrix elements governing neutrinoless
double-beta decay, focusing on attempts to assign uncertainties. At present,
systematic error dominates statistical error and assigning uncertainty is difﬁcult. For some purposes, however, statistical assessment of uncertainty is
proﬁtable and, after describing the nuclear models in which matrix elements
are commonly calculated, I highlight some statistical uncertainty analysis
within the quasiparticle random-phase approximation. I also propose, in broad
terms, strategies for reducing both systematic and statistical error.
Keywords: double-beta decay, nuclear structure, error analysis
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
Neutrinoless double-beta (0νββ ) decay, in which two neutrons change into protons and emit
two electrons as the sole decay products, is the only process we know of that might allow us
to determine whether neutrinos are Majorana particles, i.e. their own antiparticles [1]. The
decay also has the potential to provide us the overall neutrino mass scale, a quantity we still
sorely lack, and even to uncover new particles and interactions. But though the mere
occurrence of the decay will show that neutrinos are Majorana particles [2], extracting
quantitative information about masses and new interactions from an observation or limit
requires a knowledge of nuclear matrix elements that cannot be independently measured. The
only choice is to calculate the matrix elements [3].
A cottage industry devoted to just that has sprung up in the last few decades. Though the
industry practices nuclear-structure theory, it does so in an unusual way. Nuclear theorists are
used to comparing the results of their calculations directly with data; that is how they judge
the quality of their work. They are not accustomed to calculating something that has never
been measured, something about which even the order of magnitude is not obvious. Many
0954-3899/15/034017+13$33.00 © 2015 IOP Publishing Ltd Printed in the UK
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strong theorists have shied away from double-beta decay for that reason. Those who have not
produce matrix elements that disagree with one another by factors of up to two or three [4],
and it is not at all clear that any of the calculations is near the truth. Error analysis in this
project is still in its infancy.
Yet the error analysis is extremely important. Current and future experiments require a lot
of material and are expensive [1]. A factor of two uncertainty in the nuclear matrix elements
corresponds to a factor of four in the amount of isotope needed to reach a certain limit on the
neutrino mass. Experimentalists are thus keenly interested in reducing theoretical error as
much as possible. The absence of a good framework for analyzing uncertainties makes error
reduction difﬁcult, even as models improve.
This paper offers a brief review of the errors associated with the nuclear matrix elements,
touching on the resulting uncertainty in the neutrino mass and other parameters in models of
fundamental physics. The range of results produced by different nuclear models means that
the largest uncertainties are systematic; most and probably all of the models are deﬁcient in
the way they handle the important physics. For this reason, work on statistical uncertainty in
the matrix elements is sparse and generally more primitive than in other ﬁelds. Nonetheless,
the literature contains some fairly sophisticated statistical analysis, and it will be discussed
brieﬂy here. Because the review is short and the topic broad, however, we do not try to
mention all signiﬁcant work on the subject.
The next section discusses the matrix elements that govern 0νββ decay in a few of the
most commonly considered models of new physics. Section 3 describes the nuclear models
used to calculate the matrix elements. Section 4 discusses systematic error and section 5
presents some examples of statistical error analysis. The last section proposes steps to reduce
uncertainty.

2. Nuclear matrix elements and the connection to fundamental physics
There is a version of double-beta decay (2νββ decay, in which the emitted electrons are
accompanied by two antineutrinos) that is violates none of the rules of the standard model.
2νββ decay has been observed in many of the nuclei in which it is energetically allowed and
in which single-beta decay is energetically forbidden or highly retarded, i.e. in the candidate
isotopes for 0νββ experiments. Double-beta decay without neutrinos, on the other hand,
violates lepton number, and requires neutrinos to be Majorana particles. Here, brieﬂy, are
some of the mechanisms through which 0νββ decay may occur:

2.1. Light-neutrino exchange

We donʼt know of any new particles or interactions beyond the standard model, but we do
know that there are three light but not massless neutrinos. For that reason, most work in the
ﬁeld has focused on the mediation of 0νββ through the exchange of these neutrinos, which are
assumed to be created and absorbed via the ordinary left-handed weak interaction. The rate
has the form [5]

⎡ T 0ν ⎤−1 = G (Q , Z ) M
0ν
0ν
⎣ 1 2⎦

2

2

mν ,

2

(1)
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where

mν =

∑Uei2 mi ,

(2)

i

is an average of the three neutrino masses, weighted through their mixing with the electron
neutrino, G0ν (Q, Z ) is a phase-space factor (values of which can be found, e.g., in [6]) that
depends on the number of protons Z in the ﬁnal nucleus and on and the energy release Q, and
in the ‘closure approximation’, accurate to about 10% [7], M0ν is given by

2R
πgA2

M0ν = f

∞

∑τa+τb+ ∫0

q

dq

(

q + E − Ei + E f

a, b

)2

(

× j0 ( qrab ) [ h F (q) + h GT (q) σa⃗ · σb⃗ ]

)

− j2 ( qrab ) h T (q) [ 3σa⃗ · rˆab σb⃗ · rˆab − σa⃗ · σb⃗ ] i .

(3)

Here rab is the distance between nucleons a and b, Ei and Ef are the energies of the initial and
ﬁnal states | i〉 and | f 〉, E is an average intermediate-nucleus excitation energy to which the
matrix element is not sensitive, gA ≈ 1.27 is the weak axial-vector coupling constant (inserted
in the denominator by convention), and R ≡ 1.2A1 3 is the nuclear radius. The functions h
contain gA and the weak vector coupling gV, and reﬂect the presence of forbidden one-body
currents and nucleon form factors. Deﬁnitions can be found, e.g., in [5]. The form above
neglects many-body currents [8], which will be discussed later.
Unless it is explicitly stated otherwise, terms such as ‘0νββ matrix elements’ in subsequent sections of this article will refer to the light-neutrino-exchange matrix elements.
2.2. Heavy-particle exchange

Despite the absence of evidence thus far from LHC, many particle physicists believe that
there are new particles at the TeV scale, the role of which is to keep the Higgs boson from
becoming extremely heavy. In addition, new heavy neutrinos can explain the familiar neutrinos’ very low mass via the ‘seesaw mechanism’ [9–11] or other schemes. Such ideas have
given rise to a host of models for physics beyond the standard model. In such models, heavyparticle exchange can generate double-beta decay, competing in rate with light-neutrino
exchange for natural values of heavy-particle masses and couplings [12, 13].
We will not list the many nuclear decay operators that arise in extra-standard models
(see, e.g., [14] for such a list). Most of them involve the exchange only of heavy particles and
therefore have essentially zero range. In such cases, diagrams involving one and (especially)
two pions, resulting in an effective longer-range operator, apparently are the most important [15].
3. Nuclear models for double-beta decay
The aforementioned cottage industry works with many nuclear models for double-beta decay,
but most calculations have been carried out in one of the following: (a) the quasiparticle
random phase approximation (QRPA) or its renormalized extension (RQRPA), (b) the nuclear
shell model (NSM), (c) the neutron–proton interacting boson model (IBM-2), (d) the projected Hatree–Fock Bogoliubov approximation (PHFB), or (e) the generator coordinate
method in conjunction with the Gogny energy-density functional (EDF). Here is a brief
description of each, emphasizing the physics the method focuses on:
3
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(a) QRPA/RQRPA: The method [16, 17] constructs ground state correlations by iterating
two-quasiparticle excitations on top of a BCS or HFB vacuum, then imposes, to a greater
or lesser (RQRPA) degree, a quasiboson approximation (equivalent to a harmonic or
small-amplitude assumption) on the excitations. The simple form for the ground state
allows an essentially complete single-particle Hilbert space, i.e. an arbitrary number of
shells. The Hamiltonian is typically based on a realistic G matrix, but modiﬁed in the
like-particle pairing and J π = 1+ particle-hole channels to reproduce experimental pairing
gaps and Gamow–Teller resonance energies. The strength of isoscalar pairing is
considered a free parameter, and usually is ﬁt to reproduce the 2νββ decay rate of the
nucleus in question. The 0νββ result is sensitive to isoscalar pairing but may not reﬂect its
effects accurately. The reason is that the interaction strength is generally ﬁxed fairly close
to a value that produces a phase transition to an isoscalar pair condensate, a state vastly
different from the like-particle BCS vacuum that is the starting point for the
quasiparticles excitations.
(b) NSM: The physics treated by the shell model [18] is in some ways complementary to that
treated by the QRPA. The single-particle Hilbert space is small, typically a few valence
orbits, but through direct diagonalization of a Hamiltonian the shell model includes all
possible correlations within that space. The valence-shell interaction usually comes from
G-matrix perturbation theory or a renormalization-group treatment, but must be tweaked
to reproduce spectra. The method should generate an effective decay operator to account
for missing single-particle levels, in the same way it tries to generate an effective
interaction, but with a few exceptions [19] practitioners have stuck with the bare operator
in equation (3). Only two research groups [20, 21] carry out calculations with truly large
Hamiltonian matrices.
(c) IBM-2: The idea that inspires this approach [22] is a truncation of the very large shellmodel space to states built from pairs of nucleons with J = 0 and 2, followed by a
replacement of those pairs—assumed to be very collective—with bosons. The boson
Hamiltonian and electromagnetic transition operators are then ﬁt to low-lying collective
states in nuclei near the one of interest. The double-beta transition operators are mapped
from shell-model calculations that insert the bare operator between two- and fourvalence-nucleon states, which are generated by a schematic interaction. The method is
thus based on an approximate mapping of a collective subspace in the shell model, with
the Hamiltonian constructed phenomenologically; it does an excellent job in reproducing
trends for spectra and E2 transitions involving collective states across isotope and isotone
chains.
(d) PHFB: In this approach [23] one ﬁnds the quasiparticle vacuum that minimizes a
schematic Hamiltonian, separable in the pairing, quadrupole, and hexadecupole channels.
One then projects that vacuum onto states with well-deﬁned particle number and angular
momentum. A large single-particle space can be used but no correlations beyond static
deformation and pairing are included.
(e) EDF: Like the QRPA, this approach [24] effectively allows all possible single-particle
states. It begins with the density-dependent Gogny D1S interaction [25] and a set of HFB
calculations, each constrained to yield a different value for the quadrupole moment and
pairing gap. Each of the resulting quasiparticle vacua is projected as in the PHFB
approach, and the Gogny interaction diagonalized, via a solution to the ‘Hill-Wheeler
equation,’ [26] in the space spanned by the projected (and constrained) vacua. The
method thus goes beyond PHFB, including dynamical correlations by mixing many mean
4
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ﬁelds. It neglects presumably important isoscalar pairing correlations, however (though
some exploratory work includes them [27]). Non-collective correlations have also yet to
be included.

4. Sources of systematic errors
The distinction between systematic and statistical error can be fuzzy in the context of nuclear
models [28], all of which are deﬁcient in some ways. If the source of the deﬁciency is clear,
the resulting errors will usually be called systematic. As we shall see, however, a systematic
error such as the quenching of spin can sometimes be proﬁtably treated as statistical. Here, in
any event, are the two largest sources of systematic error.
4.1. Omitted structure physics

Figure 1, taken from [4], compares the predictions (as of 2012) of the various methods just
described for the light-neutrino-exchange 0νββ matrix elements. Two things are apparent
right away: the ﬁgure contains no error bars and there is a lot of scatter. The lack of error bars
reﬂects systematic uncertainties that cannot be reliably estimated. The scatter is dismaying to
experimentalists, but not random; the plot has patterns. The shell model results, where they
exist, are always smaller than than the others. The EDF results, especially in nuclei that are
close to spherical, are larger than the others. The results of the IBM-2 and the QRPA are
typically somewhere between, and relatively close to one another. In which methods are the
systematic errors largest?
One cannot really answer that question, but some people are beginning to try. The
authors of [32] compare the EDF approach to the shell model in isotopes near the beginning
of the fp shell, where shell model calculations include an entire harmonic oscillator shell.
They show that the two methods give similar large results when the shell model restricts its
basis to seniority-zero states and the EDF method restricts itself to a single mean ﬁeld. When
each method includes (its own kind of) correlations, however, the shell model result becomes
signiﬁcantly smaller. One might conclude that either isoscalar pairing or non-collective
correlations (or both) shrink the matrix element.
The RQRPA, which includes the former but not the latter, is difﬁcult to carry out in a
single shell, so it is hard to tell how much of the effect is due to isoscalar pairing and how
much to non-collective correlations. But unpublished work in the same model space suggests
that the isoscalar pairing is the dominant effect [33]. It also appear that increasing the size of
single-particle space in the shell model usually makes the matrix element larger. A calculation
for the nuclei we really care about in a reasonably large model space—perhaps two major
shells—that includes all collective correlations (deformation, which is usually neglected in the
QRPA, and all kinds of pairing) might produce something close to the correct result. The
considerations above suggest that that result would lie somewhere between the matrix elements of the shell model and the RQRPA for four of the nuclei in the ﬁgure. (Three of these,
76
Ge, 130Te, and 136Xe, are the active isotopes in the largest-scale experiments.)
Of course, all this is conjecture and, moreover, ignores other sources of systematic error,
such as those in the effective interactions and effective decay operator. Perturbation theory
suggests that the shell model matrix element should be somewhat larger when the decay
operator is corrected for levels outside the model space [19], a conclusion that supports the
intuition above, but perturbation theory may not be accurate. Finally, we have yet to mention
an even more important systematic effect: the frequent quenching of spin-dependent
5
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Figure 1. The predictions of ﬁve nuclear models for 0νββ matrix elements, taken
from [4]: renormalized QRPA (red circles) [29, 30], nuclear shell model (blue squares)
[31], interacting boson model II (purple triangles) [22], projected Hartree–Fock–
Bogoliubov method (orange upside-down triangles) [23], and the generator-coordinate
method within nuclear energy-density-functional theory (green diamonds) [24].

operators. Essentially all calculations overestimate single-beta decay and 2νββ rates (except
for those that ﬁt their parameters to such rates). That issue is the subject of the next
subsection.
4.2. Many-body currents and quenching of matrix elements

We have known for a long time that Gamow–Teller strength is almost universally small
compared to single-particle values or even the predictions of the shell model [34], and that
integrated strength is signiﬁcantly less than sum rules say it should be. But weʼve never fully
understood why. How much of a role is played by non-nucleonic degrees of freedom, i.e.
many-body currents? How much by nuclear structure, which may push strength into a long
tail above the giant resonance? The most detailed meson-model calculations indicate that nonnucleonic effects are small [35], but that conclusion has been challenged recently by chiral
effective ﬁeld theory (χEFT) [8].
The important question for double-beta decay: how much are 0νββ matrix elements
quenched? Are they as far off from our calculations as experimental β and 2νββ matrix
elements are? Are all the results in ﬁgure 1 too large, and if so, by how much? The answers
depend on the source of the quenching. The effects of the two-body currents in χEFT decrease
as the momentum transfer increases, and so such currents will quench 2νββ decay, for which
the momentum transfer is essentially zero at each virtual β decay, more than 0νββ decay, for
which an intermediate neutrino can transfer several hundred MeV c−1 of momentum from one
decaying nucleon to the other. Thus, if most of the quenching is due to two-body currents, as
χEFT suggests it might be, then the 0νββ matrix elements will be quenched by a factor on the
order of 30% [8, 36]. If it is due to nuclear-structure effects—complicated states that are
neglected in our models—than the situation is less certain. The 0νββ matrix element has a
different form than does the 2νββ matrix element, and it may be that whatever structure is
quenching 2νββ decay has no effect on 0νββ decay. On the other hand, it might be that
because both processes consist of two virtual β decays, the two matrix elements are quenched
6
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by approximately the same amount. That amount is very model dependent. In the QRPA as
traditionally practiced, one assumes that all the quenching is captured by the interaction;
indeed, the parameters of the Hamiltonian are ﬁt to reproduce 2νββ rates. But in the shell
model, which ﬁts only to spectra, 2νββ matrix elements are too large and must be quenched
by hand, typically by 60–70%. In the IBM-2 that number is more like 80 or 85% [37]. A
similar quenching of 0νββ matrix elements would be disastrous for experiments; the amount
of material needed to be sensitive to a given neutrino mass is proportional to the inverse of the
square of these numbers! here it is not the uncertainty that would be a killer as much as the
actual size of the matrix elements.
Systematic uncertainties, in any event, are quite large, at least 100% given all the sources
of uncertainty we have mentioned. The question of what to do about them will be taken up in
the conclusion.
5. Statistical uncertainties in the QRPA
5.1. Adjustment of isoscalar pairing and the treatment of gA as a free parameter

With such large systematic uncertainties in the matrix elements it is difﬁcult to analyze
statistical ones. Though there have been attempts to do so in several models (see, e.g., [38] for
a discussion of PHFB) the most sophisticated have probably come within the QRPA. The two
most important model parameters in that approach are gpp, the strength of the interaction in
the isoscalar pairing channel, and gA, the axial-vector coupling constant of the nucleon (which
appears in any approach).
In most QRPA calculations, as mentioned above, gpp is ﬁt to 2νββ decay rates. The
reason is the work of [29], which showed that the variation in the results of QRPA—due to
differences in model space, interaction, degree of QRPA renormalization, etc—nearly disappeared when gpp was adjusted to reproduce the measured 2νββ decay rate. The elaboration
of the role of gpp in [29] is probably the most inﬂuential uncertainty analysis of 0νββ matrix
elements.
The other important constant gA has a measured value, of course (about 1.27), but
practitioners have typically incorporated the quenching discussed above into an ‘effective’ gA
that is smaller, sometimes 1.0. Some recent work, however, has treated gA as a completely
free model parameter alongside gpp. Ref. [39] concludes that a least-squares ﬁt of gA and gpp,
where possible, to the β − decay rate and β+/electron-capture rate of the J π = 1+ ground state
in the intermediate nuclei involved in double-beta decay in addition to the 2νββ rates of the
initial nuclei, leads to an effective gA of about 0.7 or 0.8. This value, which is comparable to
that needed in the shell model to reproduce 2νββ rates, is signiﬁcantly smaller than 1.0–1.25,
the range usually used in the QRPA. It turns out, however, that the smaller gA changes the
0νββ rate, which nominally is nearly proportional to g2A (because the Gamow–Teller piece of
the matrix element is the largest) by only about 12%. The reason is that a small gA acts to
decrease the double-beta matrix elements, while a small gpp increases them. If gA decreases,
then gpp must decrease as well to keep the calculated 2νββ decay accurate, and the change in
the 0νββ matrix element is smaller than on might at ﬁrst expect.
The authors of [39] neglect two-body currents, which may not be negligible and which
effectively renormalize gA in a momentum-transfer-dependent way that has a larger effect in
2νββ decay than in 0νββ decay [8]. As calculations improve and the effects of two-body
currents are better quantiﬁed, (i.e. as the systematic error in the 0νββ matrix element
decreases) the statistical treatment of gA, which will then encode only the uncertainty due to
missing nuclear-structure physics, might become more reliable.
7
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5.2. Effects of multiple measurements on determination of hm ν i

Many people have pointed out that multiple observations of 0νββ decay might reduce the
uncertainty in the average neutrino mass we are trying to extract. They would, for example,
presumably identify the model best able to reproduce all measurements with a single value for
the average mass. But even within a single model, multiple measurements might be useful. If
the model contains parameters that are ﬁt to data, what better data to use than those we are
really interested in? Perhaps two or more measurements would help ﬁx predictions and allow
a better extraction of the average mass.
Reference [40], elaborating on ideas presented in [43], argues that this hope is not very
well founded, at least at present. The reason is that the uncertainties in matrix elements from
different nuclei are highly correlated. The paper carries out many different QRPA-like calculations, varying the method (QRPA and RQRPA), the value of gA (1.0 and 1.25), the
treatment of short range correlations (via the Miller–Spencer Jastrow function [41] and the
UCOM method [42, 44], which is now, by the way, known to be better), and the size of the
single-particle model space (three choices), leading to 24 distinct results. For each of these the
parameter gpp is varied to be consistent with the uncertainty in measured 2νββ rates. For each
‘variable’ i (except for gpp) the standard deviation σi is chosen to just contain the maximum
and minimum choice. The results, plotted as the log of the nuclear matrix element in one
nucleus versus the log of the matrix element in a second, for all possible pairs of nuclei,
appear in ﬁgure 2. Each of the 24 points in each plot is the result of a calculation, with the
error bar on each point representing the uncertainty in gpp. The ﬁgure also contains the onestandard-deviation ellipses in the matrix-element error.
The shapes of the ellipses, except in cases including 96Zr (for which the matrix element
varies wildly with gpp), mean that the errors are highly correlated. That result in turn means
that multiple measurements will at present not signiﬁcantly reduce the error in the average
neutrino mass extracted from experiment; the smallest theoretical uncertainty among the
calculated matrix elements essentially determines the uncertainty in 〈m ν 〉, no matter how
many measurements are made. To see why, it may help to imagine the limit of perfect
correlation, in which the ellipses become lines with a 45° slope. In that limit, a lifetime
measurement in one nucleus will simply correlate every point on the line segment with a
value of 〈m ν 〉, yielding a range for the latter. A second measurement will do the same and the
correlation will either be consistent with the ﬁrst, in which case it yields no new information
about 〈m ν 〉, or inconsistent, in which case unknown systematic errors are at play and, again,
we can extract no new information. If systematic errors are under control, the segment with
the smallest extent, corresponding to the case in which one of the nuclei has the smallest error
in its matrix element, will determine the uncertainty in 〈m ν 〉.
Another way of seeing the same fact is to note that the correlation means that all the
matrix elements are affected in more or less the same way by variation of the parameters.
Several measurements will thus not restrict the values of those parameters much more than a
single measurement. Reference [40] notes that this situation need not be permanent. Better
and new kinds of data, e.g. single-beta-decay rates and strength distributions, might change
the situation. Reproducing these as well as 2νββ rates may require values of gA that depend
on the nucleus (see, e.g., [45]). Different values for gA in the two nuclei in any given panel of
ﬁgure 2 could move points outside the corresponding ellipse. Or, in other words, the new data
may not correlate with the 0νββ rate in the same way the 2νββ rate does.

8
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of estimated QRPA values for logarithms of the 0νββ matrix
element for pairs of decaying nuclei, together with 1σ error ellipses. Reprinted with
permission from [40]. Copyright 2009 by the American Physical Society. Error bars on
points indicate uncertainty in the QRPA parameter gpp. Blue points are calculated with
the Miller–Spencer treatment of short-range correlation functions [41] and red points
with the UCOM treatment [42].

5.3. Multiple measurements and exotic new physics

Suppose heavy-particle exchange induces 0νββ decay at a rate comparable to that induced by
light-neutrino exchange. Can multiple measurements distinguish the two? Reference [46],
again following earlier work [43, 47–49], examines the question in three speciﬁc models of
new physics: heavy neutrino exchange (labeled N in the next ﬁgure), R-parity-breaking
supersymmetry with heavy gluino exchange (labeled R ), and the same supersymmetry with
the short-range exchange of a squark (in place of a W) together with the long-range exchange
of light neutrinos (labeled q̃ ).
Figure 3 summarizes the results of the statistical analysis. The work again makes use of
several QRPA variants, with slight differences from those in the previous subsection. This
9
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Figure 3. Scatter plot of QRPA predictions for the logarithms of 0νββ matrix elements
associated with several different kinds of fundamental physics, for pairs of decaying
nuclei. Reprinted with permission from [46]. Copyright 2011 by the American Physical
Society. Red circles (scaled by 100) refer to the usual light-neutrino exchange, blue
triangles to heavy-neutrino exchange, green squares to gluino exchange in R-paritybreaking supersymmetry, and black stars to light-neutrino exchange in combination
with the exchange of a squark (a supersymmetric particle). Solid symbols are calculated
with gA = 1 and open symbols with gA = 1.25. Dotted lines mark the places at which
the x and y coordinates differ by 20%.

time there are eight separate calculations for each mechanism, utilizing two distinct singleparticle model spaces, two values of gA (1.0 and 1.25), and two kinds of short-range correlations (but now much closer to one another than before; the phenomenological Miller–
Spence Jastrow function is not used). The parameter gpp has this time been ﬁxed at a single
number for each calculation by the central value of the measured 2νββ rate.
The ﬁgure shows the logarithms of the matrix elements (with the light-neutrino exchange
scaled by 100) in pairs of nuclei. The points cluster along the diagonal and the variation from
one mechanism to the next is similar in magnitude to the variation among QRPA variants for
10
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a ﬁxed mechanism. For the same reason as in the previous section, the clustering along a line
makes it difﬁcult to determine the mechanism from more than one measurement. The matrix
elements for two different mechanisms seem to have nearly the same ratio in all nuclei,
despite the difference in operators that produce them.
The situation is not irreparable here, either. Once again, other nuclear models have been
ignored (though similar, if less statistically analyzed, conclusions apply when they are considered). More importantly, other extra-standard models, e.g. left–right symmetric models
[46], appear (for reasons that are obscure) to be easier to distinguish from ordinary lightneutrino exchange; the matrix elements would fall a bit outside the bands in the ﬁgure 3. And
other data from 0νββ experiments—angular and energy distributions for the electrons—could
better distinguish all the models discussed here [50].

6. Discussion and conclusion: reducing uncertainties in the future
Despite the useful statistical studies just described, large systematic errors inhibit, for the most
part, the kind of careful error analysis advocated in [28]. What can be done to reduce systematic errors? First, we must work hard so that each method includes all the physics known
to be important, physics emphasized by one or the other of the existing approaches. Thus,
shell-model practitioners should do everything possible to expand the size of their singleparticle spaces and to incorporate correlations from outside those spaces (as was attempted
in [19]). The EDF approach should be generalized to include isoscalar pairing [27], spin–
isospin correlations, and at least some of the non-collective correlations included in the shell
model, and we must work to produce more accurate EDFs. The IBM-2 should include
isoscalar pair correlations as well, and its practitioners should work towards a better mapping
from fermions to bosons. The QRPA needs to be extended in a way that allows more complex
correlations. Two-body currents need to be carefully analyzed and incorporated into all
models if they turn out to have signiﬁcant effects. These are minimal requirements. Ab initio
methods (described brieﬂy, e.g., in [51]) and increasing computing power should allow good
progress toward satisfying most of them in the next few years. Preliminary steps with ab initio
techniques and large-scale computers to address issues in double-beta decay could in fact
form the subject for an entire article.
At the same time as methods are developed and improved, it is possible, as we have seen
in a few examples from the QRPA, to use statistical uncertainty within existing models to
make important statements about what can be learned from double-beta decay. The statistical
job ahead of us, however, is to focus on nuclear-structure uncertainties: to ﬁt parameters to
other observables and analyze the correlations between those observables and the 0νββ matrix
elements. The QRPA already incorporates crude ﬁts; the strength of like-particle pairing, the
spin–isospin interaction, and isoscalar pairing are adjusted to reproduce experimental pairing
gaps, Gamow–Teller resonance energies, and 2νββ decay rates. But ﬁts should include both
more observables—ordinary beta decay, excited-state spectra (at least in the intermediate
nucleus, where the QRPA can make predictions), occupation numbers and other observables
from transfer reactions [52] etc—and more parameters, e.g., perhaps gA once the effects of
two-body currents are reliably quantiﬁed. The interactions of the shell model and IBM-2 are
ﬁt to many observables, but a correlation analysis, particularly one that includes double-beta
matrix elements, is still lacking. Such analysis does not require new many-body technology
and could begin immediately.
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In the end, though, systematic errors must be signiﬁcantly reduced. Only then can we
really be conﬁdent that we have accurate matrix elements. At present, one can really only say
that matrix elements are probably correct to within factors of two or three.
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